At the same time, however, editors recognized that they needed to please young readers, who, as Sally Mitchell explains, preferred texts "that [met] their psychological needs and [provided] emotional satisfaction." 8 Thus, even as editors reproved girls for willfulness in their correspondence columns, they used the imaginative portion of their magazines-serialized fiction-to validate young readers' arguments, using each story's plot and characters to endorse the idea of adolescent freedom from adult control. In contrast to nonfiction articles, which advocated duty and submission, serialized stories routinely depicted adolescents as superior to adults and encouraged them to defy parental demands. This contradictory presentation of autonomy became a defining feature of the genre, allowing girls from midcentury onward to explore through fiction subversive feelings that went largely unrecognized until the end of the century.
Youth Periodicals and the Contradictions of Victorian Adolescence
Considering the position of nineteenth-century adolescence, one cannot be surprised at magazine editors' conflicted attitudes toward teenage rebellion. As it developed throughout the Victorian era, the idea of adolescence as a separate stage that ran roughly from puberty into one's early twenties became a popular topic of discussion and, increasingly, a subject of concern. Victorian critics debated the "doubtful state between boy and man," viewing adolescents as an uncomfortable amalgam of young and old.
9 They seemed at once full of hopeful promise and in a season of "crisis in which the whole heart and brain are full of tumult, when all life looks strange and bewildering."
10 Critics argued that adolescent boys were running wild, that girls were becoming increasingly "vapid" and "commonplace," and that youth of both sexes displayed an appalling "want of reverence" for their parents, forgetting that "'[honouring] thy father and thy mother' is an absolute law."
11 By their very nature, young people were "in need of training and protection," as their "precocious self-dependence in itself [menaced] their proper development."
In keeping with societal concerns for adolescent development, these periodicals consciously aimed to direct girls toward socially appropriate-and therefore often conservative-paths. Despite the increasing educational and personal opportunities available to their young audience in the second half of the nineteenth century, editors consistently promised "to guide and guard" readers, to "print only such verses or papers as shall be written in correct taste," and to "help you to perceive how to bring your religious principles to bear upon your daily life." 20 In their attempts "to train [readers] in moral and domestic virtues," editors especially insisted upon the need for readers to be obedient, dutiful, and restrained.
21 Even editor Alice Corkran, who advocated for the "modern girl," made it clear that she would not countenance "ungirlish" behavior or dangerous desires for independence from parental control.
22 Countless articles and essays reinforced this point: "You are," authors pointed out, "too young to know your own mind, or take care of yourself" and so should offer "filial confidence to your mother" and "be guided by your father's opinion."
23 Adolescents must kowtow, too, to governesses and teachers, for "your duty is to submit to the authority and guidance of those under whom you are placed."
24 Editors and authors justified this stance with a combination of religion, law, and pragmatism. They argued that readers owed a "dutiful submission to the unequivocal command, 'Children, obey your parents in all things, for this is well pleasing unto the Lord,'" that readers were still "infant[s] in the eye of the law," and that "it is right that such power should rest with parents, or we should have many more sad cases resulting from youthful infatuations and perversity."
At the same time, though, editors recognized that their periodicals needed to appeal to girls who wanted nothing so much as freedom from a life of duty and obedience. Editors consistently reached out to readers: Corkran, for example, asked them to "write to me," as it "helps me to know you, and what subjects you want written about."
26 Other editors promised, "We are always glad of receiving any hints or suggestions from our subscribers, whether old or new, and do our best to avail ourselves of them." 27 The results of such research soon became clear. Readers wanted to discuss their autonomy. Even at midcentury, they longed to "forsake" onerous home duties, viewing themselves not as an "adjunct to [their] parents" but as "separate individual [s] , with strong, independent interests."
28
In the decades that followed, they reveled in their position as "modern girls," "brimming over with hopes and aims" and insisting that they were "old enough to know [their] own mind [s] ."
29 In fact, as editors discovered, young readers demanded a "complete independence in thought, word, and act: these they regard [ed] as their new and inalienable right."
30 In some cases, this push for freedom was tied to the growing women's rights movement, as girls campaigned for "new opportunities" and "new hopes never before known" to women.
31 In many more instances, though, readers demanded independence for their entire generation, to be "free to choose their own course in life."
32
The articles and essays published in girls' magazines that emphasized youthful obedience and duty could not accommodate young people's desire for freedom. There was, however, another type of writing that appeared regularly in girls' periodicals: lengthy serialized fiction. Serials ran anywhere from a few months to a few years and appeared in every girls' magazine; indeed, most magazines ran several of them simultaneously.
33 These stories, which were generally domestic narratives or school stories, formed each magazine's imaginative locus; their length allowed authors to develop adolescent characters in great depth and allowed readers to grow invested in narrative outcomes. These lengthy fiction serials have received little scrutiny from modern scholars, yet they were immensely popular with contemporary teenage readers, who regularly wrote to express their approbation, ask follow-up questions, or beg for sequels.
34 Readers campaigned for additional published versions of stories they had particularly enjoyed and frequently adopted characters' names as their own pseudonyms. Editors, recognizing the popularity of such works, advertised upcoming fictional narratives to attract new readers and to maintain loyal followers.
These serialized stories, as I will show, became editors' tools to appeal to adolescent readers, promoting the independence of youth and arguing against the conservative ideas expressed in the nonfiction content. This fiction highlighted the freedom of adolescent characters, allowing young readers to experience vicariously both distance from and disobedience toward adults. Stories pushed back against adult authority by establishing youth, especially modern adolescent youth, as superior to adulthood. They fought against an insistence on obedience and duty by allowing adolescent characters to disobey their parents' demands, to trick their teachers, to follow their own impulses, and to be rewarded for their bad behavior. These fictional celebrations of disobedience and disrespect not only undermined nonfiction articles advocating duty and restraint but also helped to legitimize the idea of adolescent rebellion itself, making it a recognized part of the maturation process.
In fact, the use of fiction to undermine conservative articles became a defining feature of the middle-class girls' periodical. Despite myriad changes in views on girlhood and in the periodical genre itself during the second half of the nineteenth century, girls' magazines throughout these decades consistently published fiction that depicted the charms of willful disobedience.
35 Religious magazines ran serialized stories insisting that "girls ought to be happy and free, not like slaves," even as their editorials demanded that girls embrace "subjection" to their parents.
36 Commercialized periodicals similarly contrasted fictional depictions of virtuous young characters disobeying misguided parental orders with articles insisting on parents' "right to guard and guide you."
37 Even proto-feminist fin de siècle periodicals that consciously aimed to expand girls' social, academic, and financial options preserved a dialogue between repressive articles and rebellious stories.
38 I argue that the persistence of subversive fiction across such a wide range of texts over so many decades indicates its generic importance. Although the particular discussions about and possibilities for girls changed from periodical to periodical, each magazine included lengthy serialized fiction that pushed against the behavioral constraints touted in nonfiction content.
In order to demonstrate this, I will focus on the use of subversive serialized stories in four very different girls' periodicals over the second half of the nineteenth century.
39 Charlotte M. Yonge's long-running Monthly Packet of Evening Readings for Younger Members of the English Church (1851-98) was among the very earliest magazines aimed at older teen readers.
40
A High Church, conservative sixpenny monthly, it conveyed Yonge's Tractarian values primarily to middle-and upper-middle-class girls, although, as Moruzi notes, it achieved only a scant circulation of 1,500 to 2,000.
41
The short-lived English Girls ' Journal and Ladies' Magazine (1863-65) was also aimed at middle-class girls, but it was an entirely secular, fashionfocused penny weekly published by Edward Harrison, and later by William Emmet, for strictly commercial purposes.
42 The Girl's Own Paper , produced several decades later, proved much more lucrative and popular. A penny weekly aimed at middle-and lower-middle-class girls, it was produced by the Religious Tract Society, but it featured little overt religious instruction, focusing instead on entertaining texts that appealed to young people and claimed to reinforce approved social values.
43 Finally, the Girl's Realm (1898-1915) was a sixpenny monthly middle-class girls' magazine that focused more overtly on the world of the "modern girl" and was "significantly less constrained by nineteenth-century ideas of femininity."
44 Despite their differences, these periodicals all offered essays and articles arguing that young readers should respect and obey adults, and they all juxtaposed this nonfiction content with lengthy fiction serials that promoted youthful autonomy. The range of disparities between these periodicals in terms of publication history, readership, and popularity highlights the importance of this particular commonality.
In making this argument, this essay differs from a number of critical works, including those by Kimberley Reynolds, Terri Doughty, and Kristine Moruzi and Michelle J. Smith, which view fiction in Victorian girls' periodicals as a source of "conservative and regressive" writing that reinforced the "traditional feminine ideal."
45 Kirsten Drotner claims that girls' stories integrated "moral messages . . . into [their] plot structures," while Mary Cadogan and Patricia Craig argue that they served as a "medium for the reinforcement of social prohibitions and expectations."
46 All of these analyses, however, are based on the study of short stories, rather than the lengthy serialized narratives that allowed more room for imaginative development and subversive characterization. In addition, these scholars tend to focus on representations of women's rights and opportunities in the content of juvenile magazines.
47 My argument, in contrast, focuses on the generational concerns of youth, which, as Sally Mitchell has noted, "suggested new ways of being, new modes of behavior, and new attitudes that were not yet acceptable for adult [s] ."
48 Fiction in periodicals was not generally invested in enlarging the opportunities available to women (although this did sometimes occur, especially at the end of the century).
49 Instead, it promoted the idea of adolescence as a developmental space in which one should throw off-forcibly, if necessary-the strictures of childhood in order to cultivate an independent self.
The Campaign for Adolescent Freedom in Serialized Fiction
In order to promote youthful autonomy, periodical fiction focused on undermining accepted ideas about adult superiority and control. In contrast to the nonfiction included in each magazine, which perpetually insisted on the "respect and obedience which the young owe to the old," serialized stories attacked the very notion of adult supremacy.
50 Stories dismissed adult authority figures as "old-fashioned," full of "dry experience" and "prejudiced preciseness."
51 The English Girls' Journal ran stories such as "The Three Maidens" (1864) and "The Trials of a Young Governess" (1864), which depicted "crusty old bachelors or sharp visaged old maids" as being "peculiar in their manners, " "[hating] all who [are] still youthful and attractive," and attempting to "revenge themselves on the world in general for their own grief and disappointments."
52 The Monthly Packet's "Disobedient Cecil" (1876) , too, described the adult guardian of the story's heroine as "bad temper[ed]," "rather foolish," and "the most tiresome of men," ruling his ward with "a rod of iron, or of any other metal equally strong, but that may be imagined to be made up of worry and violence."
53 Miss Gascoigne, the "monotonous aunt" depicted in the Girl's Own Paper's "The Mountain Path" (1884), even admits that "it's natural enough" that young people "ain't satisfied with an old woman's ways."
54
In addition to depicting the defects of adults, stories repeatedly highlighted the superiority of youth, reminding readers of the many "virtues" of the "modern girl."
55 "Agatha's Vocation" (1888), a Monthly Packet story that appeared near the end of Yonge's tenure as sole editor, included praise for the "real girl," for whom "what she says [is what] she means."
56 One might apply that sentiment to twenty-one-year-old Peggy, the titular heroine of the Girl's Own Paper's "More about Peggy" (1899) , who tells her thirty-year-old friend, "The world advances so rapidly with every decade, that you of the last generation have necessarily enjoyed fewer opportunities than myself and my contemporaries, and are therefore a trifle behind the times."
57 Indeed, the old maids and maiden aunts of these stories are often put right by the young girls in their care on subjects ranging from fashion to hospitality. Hope, for example, the "girl of the present" at the center of the Girl's Own Paper's "Life's Trivial Round" (1899), must correct her aunt's outdated notions and high-strung feelings, even teaching her how to behave in the presence of her father's new wife.
58 Adult characters inevitably concede that the "young are wiser in their generation" and "it is [adults'] own fault, if, when we are getting old, the world seems a poorer place to us." 59 Such statements could not fail to please adolescent readers, who wrote in to express their "great approval."
60
Even more notably, writers of serialized fiction overturned assumptions about the necessity of teenage obedience. Although articles and essays in each periodical stressed young people's "plain duty to submit meekly to your parents," the fiction in girls' periodicals provided emphatic and repeated examples of adolescents disobeying adults with positive results.
61
In some cases, the stories show this disobedience arising because of mistakes on the part of the adolescent character's parents. Stephen Tarrant, for instance, the "long-legged, awkward-looking boy of thirteen" who appears in the first serialized story in the Girl's Realm (1898), finds that his parents refuse to provide him with an education. 62 Although he acknowledges that "his [father] had every right to do what he would with his own [children]," he also cannot allow his parents to "put [their] foot-such a heavy, igno-rant foot!-upon the plan" to advance his prospects, so he frequently runs away to study with the local rector.
63 The narrative ultimately supports Stephen's argument: he learns to read, marries the rector's daughter, and, having acquired a superior job, actually supports the stepmother he disobeyed. The same goes for young Adolphus Merton, one of the heroes of the English Girls' Journal's "The Three Maidens" (1864), whose parents, "consider[ing] it their son's duty to marry for money, and not for love," insist that he jilt a young lady believed to have lost her fortune. 64 Later, however, he comes to regret this "cruel act to which I allowed myself to be persuaded" and so disguises himself to woo her and win her back.
65
He, too, is rewarded for his disobedience, winning a wife who, he discovers, has not lost her fortune at all. The heroine of "Aldyth's Inheritance" (1890) in the Girl's Own Paper also recognizes the importance of disobedience when her mother insists that she "be guided by practical considerations" and marry a man she does not love.
66 Again, the narrative endorses Aldyth's disobedience, as she chooses to marry another, better man and her mother is exposed as a devious social climber.
In other cases, adolescents flout reasonable parental demands and still find themselves rewarded, even celebrated, by the very parents they disobeyed. As early as mid-century, the Monthly Packet included "My Three Aunts" (1857), a story in which a girl disobeys her parents and teachers by running away from school but arrives home to find that her mother is dying and that her "own misconduct" has "[proved] the answer to my mother's prayers; bringing comfort to her, and to me unspeakable mercy and blessing."
67 Several decades later, the Girl's Own Paper ran "A Sister's Love" (1880), a story in which the heroine secretly begins working to help her brother pay his school fees and feels "quite justified" in hiding this from her parents, for "if [they] had known [they] would not have allowed [her]" to work.
68 When she reveals her earnings to her parents, they agree that they would have forbidden her labors, but, far from chastising her, they actually praise her disobedience: her mother lauds her "purpose and strength of character," while her father claims, "What she has done shall be laid up in this family as a memorial of her."
69 Similarly, the adolescent Simpsons and Everills-the children of the two single-parent families at the center of the Girl's Realm's "The Simpsons and We" (1900)-repeatedly embarrass their parents by fighting and pulling pranks, but these tricks ultimately bring their parents together. Major Simpson proposes to Mrs. Everill with the excuse that his children need a mother, she accepts on the condition that he not punish any of them, and ultimately the Major "kissed us-girls and boys-instead," celebrating the success of their tricks instead of reproving them.
70
Even disobedience that achieves no helpful purpose finds its reward, as in the Girl's Own Paper's "Life's Trivial Round" (1899) , in which the adolescent characters mock, tease, and disregard their aunt, showing her "rank rebellion and insubordination." 71 The other adults in their lives consistently support them in this defiance of her, laughing "like . . . schoolboys" at their pranks and "encouraging [them] in [their] impertinence."
72
In fact, obedience itself is often represented as dangerous. "My Lady Frivol" (1899) , which ran in the Girl's Realm, juxtaposes the "stunted" growth and "weary [drooping]" figures of girls who submit to their parents' "legalised tyranny" with the buoyant good health of those who claim to "owe [adults] no obedience."
73
The Girl's Own Paper went so far as to repeatedly portray adolescent disobedience as attractive. Nineteen-year-old Adela Gascoigne's criticism of her aunt and determination to have her own way in "The Mountain Path" (1884) make her an "amusing companion" and leave all the men of her acquaintance "pleasingly impressed by her bewitching way."
74 The "insolent" and "haughty" protagonist of "When We Were Girls Together" (1885) beguiles her schoolfellows with the "graceful daring" of her acts of disobedience. 75 The hero of "A Wilful Ward" (1895) finds that twentyyear-old Kathleen's "very wilfulness charms me more than all . . . excellences," and a friend of the titular heroine in "More about Peggy" (1899) believes that her confession of "naughty" carelessness about her father's commands is "charming."
76
The publication history of Charlotte M. Yonge's "The Daisy Chain" offers a particularly striking illustration of the important role of adolescent independence in girls' periodicals. Yonge's original version of this work, a lengthy serialized story that appeared in the Monthly Packet from 1853 to 1855, hewed closely to the magazine's unofficial policy of championing youthful superiority and disobedience in its fiction. 77 "The Daisy Chain" details the day-to-day life of the May family after the sudden death of their mother, focusing closely on three adolescent characters: Flora, Norman, and Ethel May. In the Monthly Packet's narrative, seventeen-year-old Flora argues that "her grown-up character [has] begun," that she has a right to be "emancipated from [her governess]," and that she is "not bound to obey [her father to] the very letter." 78 Ultimately, she is rewarded for this behavior with respect at home and in the town at large. Norman, after being put down by an unreasonable and unjust schoolmaster, regains his position at the head of the local school and then further "fulfill[s] [his] aspirations" by earning a scholarship to Oxford. 79 Ethel, "just fifteen" and full of "high purposes," successfully executes her plan to create a school in Cocksmoor, an impoverished local district, leading her elders to reflect that her "brave spirit is a reproof to us all." 80 Although some question the propriety of her actions and remind her that the "first thing" for a woman is to be a "useful, steady daughter and sister at home," the narrative's voice of reason, Mr. Wilmot, approves of her ambitions, arguing, "I do believe that a great deal of harm is done by prudent friends, who dread to let young people do anything out of the common way, and so force their aspirations to ferment and turn sour for want of being put to use."
81
Just one year later, when Yonge republished the serial in volume form as The Daisy Chain (1856), she added a second part amounting to several hundred pages that continued the Mays' narrative. These new pages significantly changed the representation of adolescent independence from the serial narrative. In the volume edition, Flora's insistence on controlling her own life leads her to marry foolishly and then-having ignored her father's advice about the importance of rest and country air-to watch her child die, leaving her "stricken down in the midst of the prosperity that she had sought." 82 Norman, too, comes to regret the independence that has brought him to Oxford, and he ultimately chooses to become a missionary to avoid succumbing to dangerous ambition. The greatest changes appear in Ethel, who gives over much of her work in developing Cocksmoor to the adult Dr. Spencer and agrees that it is her duty to devote her life to her family. "If I cannot do everything," she reminds herself, "omit the selfchosen," for her own desires should be consulted "last of all."
83
It may be that expanding the scope of her novel forced Yonge to change her representation of adolescence. As Sarah Bilston has noted, "The conflict at the heart of the Christian didactic novel [is] the tension between an experimental, fascinating, rebellious youth and a stable, compliant adulthood." 84 Yonge's serialized "Daisy Chain," which follows Flora, Norman, and Ethel for only a year during their teens, avoids this conflict by largely omitting their transition to adulthood. The expanded volume edition, however, tracks each character into his or her twenties and must therefore balance rebellious adolescence with adult stability. It is also possible, though, that Yonge dampened the rebelliousness of the serialized narrative because it was no longer juxtaposed with the conservative articles that would counterbalance its positive representations of youthful autonomy. Periodicals regularly offered heterogeneous, multi-authored viewpoints, but novels struggled to layer "competing moods, emotions, and messages" within a single text, which may have led to more conservative representations in fiction overall. 85 Yonge herself recognized that the change in character representation in the volume edition of The Daisy Chain did not fit with the views and agenda of the Monthly Packet. Although she never referenced the issue of adolescent independence directly, she did acknowledge that the novel's new vision of her characters' lives "outran both the original intention and the limits of the periodical in which [the story] was commenced." 86 She added that the new chapters were "in length, and perhaps in matter . . . beyond the limits" of the Monthly Packet-possibly indicating that the new material content, which primarily highlighted the damaging consequences of adolescent autonomy and self-governance, would be unwelcome to her magazine's adolescent readers. 87 Tellingly, she references the volume edition of The Daisy Chain only briefly in the magazine itself, remarking in "Notices to Correspondents" that the work "has been published in two parts, the second of which may be procured separately." 88 Yonge perhaps recognized that there was no room for the novel's negative vision of adolescent autonomy in a periodical aimed at adolescents and young women.
It should come as no surprise, then, that when Yonge published a sequel to The Daisy Chain in the Monthly Packet between 1862 and 1864, she made sure that the narrative reverted to adolescent magazines' preferred view of youthful behavior. "The Trial," which picked up where the novel version of The Daisy Chain had ended, depicted adolescent characters within the May family once again disrespecting adults. 89 Yonge also introduced a new family, the Wards, whose adolescent heroes repeatedly rebel against their unwise adult guardian. Once again, Yonge portrays the "charm of [adolescent] assertion[s] of independence," as the Wards find "great fun" in their rebellion.
90 She highlights, too, the dangers of obedience: when the Wards follow their guardian's directions, they face imprisonment, dangerous illness, and even death. The story ends happily with the emancipation of the adolescent Ella Ward, who tells the May family that she finally has access to "all my own property, so I shall be in no one's hands."
91
By carrying out these acts of autonomy, adolescent characters in girls' periodicals effectively negated contemporary claims about the value and necessity of parental guidance. In the face of arguments for a mother's usefulness or a father's right to command, fiction serials showed that adolescents' defiant actions would lead them to successful, societally approved ends, including marrying well, receiving an education, supporting their siblings, and amassing admirers and suitors. Disobedience, in other words, ultimately provided the economically and socially advantageous results that most contemporary middle-class parents desired for their children. By highlighting the happy results of adolescents' independent behavior, they suggested that youthful self-determination could replace parental supervision as a prerequisite for successful adolescent development. Repeatedly depicting adolescent characters achieving patently desirable outcomes in opposition to parental guidance allowed serialized stories to validate adolescents' demands for independence from parental control. Teens, these stories suggested, did not just desire freedom. They required it.
Hybrid Magazines and Adolescent Readers
The intention of girls' periodicals to "[displease] none" by including both conservative nonfiction and rebellious fiction in each issue meant that they offered their readers a welter of contradictory information.
92 Just a few months after completing "Disobedient Cecil," which presented disobedience as attractive and sometimes reasonable, the Monthly Packet ran an article arguing that girls should "submit meekly to [their] parents."
93 The English Girls' Journal, too, advised readers that a "parent's counsel and restraint are of inestimable benefit to those who from waywardness or artless trust might be wrecked upon the shoals of deceit and guile," only a few weeks after depicting a young man sent astray by his father's misunderstanding of society. 94 The editor of the Girl's Realm encouraged readers to keep in mind their "duty" to their families, while including in the very same issue a story about the "charm" of a young girl's "waywardness."
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The Girl's Own Paper ran "Honour Thy Father and Thy Mother," an essay that advised girls to adhere to the wishes of their parents, in the same weekly issue as a story in which a young girl is her father's "thorough mistress" and "manages him capitally" and another in which a girl overrules her father because he "could not answer the logical way" she makes her case. 96 It even placed an article on "The Obligations of School Life"-which counseled every girl to be dutiful to her parents and teachers "when she enters her teens"-directly beside a serialized story about schoolgirls who achieve popularity because of their disobedience. 97 These repeated contrasts go beyond what Margaret Beetham calls periodicals' "radical heterogeneity," acknowledging the multiplicity of authorial voices and genres at work in each.
98 Instead, the stark differences between portrayals of youth in fiction and in nonfiction content suggest pointedly contrasting demands for representations of adolescent behavior in each type of prose.
Myriad factors might explain the division between the fiction and nonfiction content in girls' periodicals. Including both sides of the debate on teenage autonomy allowed editors to placate and titillate simultaneously. As a practical matter, fiction provided a less dangerous outlet for controversial messages that might have proved too radical for some readers.
99 It was one thing to depict arguments for adolescent autonomy using imagined scenes and characters meant to "entertain" readers; it was quite another to present these arguments as realistic options in day-to-day life.
100 Editors acknowledged that parents might control their children's reading material and expected them to "give an occasional glance at [their magazine's] pages," but they may have assumed that parents were less likely to read a lengthy serialized story than a short article. 101 The division, however, also made sense from a more theoretical perspective. Youth, at the time, was considered an age of imaginative potential since then "pictures of the imagination are, as a rule, very vivid and glowing."
102 Young people were expected to ponder the possible avenues of their own self-development and to "speculate on the brilliant future[s]" they might attain.
103 Adolescence, too, was still an area of research and conjecture, as scientists offered an increasing number of psychological and biological theories to explain young people's development. It made sense, then, that the special needs of adolescent readers should not be depicted in the definitive light of nonfiction but reserved for the imaginative landscape of fiction, which mirrored their own liminal state.
By representing adolescent interests in fiction and adult interests in nonfiction, girls' periodicals highlighted the division between adult and youth interests that haunts all children's literature. As Victor Watson has noted, "children's literature is unique [in that] its writers and intended readers are biologically and socially different from one another" so that every text represents an "encounter between two minds imaginatively facing in opposite directions."
104 By separating adult and youth agendas into separate categories of prose, girls' periodicals pointedly underscored the divide between adults' "almost compulsory need to socialize the child" and young people's "aware[ness] of themselves as moving ahead into a future adult life."
105
The contradictory ideas expressed in their fiction and nonfiction content had the additional effect of placing girls' periodicals in the same position as their readers. The adolescent, according to the definitions offered, was a "woman-child, if you know what that is; a sort of hybrid creature."
106
She was at once a "little schoolgirl-a mere infant" and a woman in "prudence and aptitude."
107 By appealing to both adult and youth interests and embracing both conservative and rebellious viewpoints, girls' periodicals embodied this same sense of hybridity. They employed a multiplicity of authorial voices-some clearly adult, some aligning themselves with youthful readers-within each issue to suggest the same divide between woman and child associated with adolescent readers. The Girl's Own Paper even went so far as to celebrate its own "coming of age" on its twenty-first anniversary, running a poem that read, in part, "A new century's dawning our birthday to greet, / And we shall be twenty-one; / Then no longer an infant, it will be but meet / That we our court-train should put on."
108 Getting dressed to celebrate its birthday, the magazine becomes an adolescent girl, just like its readers.
By repeatedly and successfully publishing rebellious fiction, girls' periodicals helped legitimize adolescents' desire for independence, making it an accepted and understood part of the youth experience. By reading, approving of, and sharing this fiction, adolescents were able to push back against adult authority and traditional standards of behavior. Thus, even as the editors of the Girl's Own Paper dismissed Stick in the Mud's avowal, "I will do anything, however hard, to have my own way," they implicitly offered an alternative.
109 The solution, they suggested, was not hard at all-she must simply keep reading.
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